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Projnct Whirlwind 
Servomechanisras Laboratory 

- Kaeaachuaetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Kassachuoetts 

SUBJECT: H-WEEKLY REPORT, Project 63U5, December 8, 1950 

To: Jay W. Forrester 

Prom Project Whirlwind Staff 

1.0 SYSTEMS TESTS 

1.1 Whirlwind I System Teat 

(R. R. Everett, S. H. Dodd, N. H. Taylor, R. Read) 

The leet bi-weekly period was significant in that 
for the first time all of Whirlwind including E. S. 
operated reliatly for periods of a few hourso It was 
possible for many display programs to be shown, and other 
useful programs to be checked or analysed. The system 
operated Impressively for over an hour last Friday, 
December 1, for the benefit of a group of visitors. 

A few teste were run to improve the storage system 
row-wise. As a result of interaction encountered on the 
first program read in from tape, the rewrite times were 
investigated again and reduced. It has been found helpful 
in improving reliability to inject about 20 to 50 micro
seconds of holding time after each ES operation. Although 
most programs have run with no extra holding time, It 
provides a useful safety factor. The access time Is about 
15 microseconds for a read, and about 60 microseconds for a 
transfer. 

The first evidence of aging in the storage tubes was 
discovered. It occurred only in one tube, and was in the 
form of a reduction in the positive stability,, The trouble 
was compensated for, but the deterioration not checkod 
by increasing V H 0 and the signal plate gate amplitudes. 
A checking program which checks all the circuits and the 
tubes to a large extent, has been used to measure margins 
according to maintenance routines that are being organised. 
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1.1 Whirlwind I System Toat (continued) 

Two tubes have small areas that are difficult to switch; 
it is desirable to avoid the area on one of these to avoid 
program troubles. The three troublesome tubes will probab«= 
ly he replaced soon. 

Variation of the Whirlwind power supplies has indicated 
that reasonable margins exist, although they are not adequate 
in all oases. 

(IT. Daggett) 

Operation of the system has been plagued by several 
Intermittent troubles l a t e ly . One such trouble has been 
traced to design weakness in f l ip-f lop storage. The d i f f i 
cult ies encountered in local iz ing these troubles suggest 
that special trouble location problems for particular e le 
ments of the computer such as have been proposed in the past 
might be extremely useful. 

The program counter i s now cabled in such a manner that 
digit 8 carries to digit 7 regardless of whether or not the 
digit 8 carry i s used for reset purposes. 

(H. T. Mercer) 

Component Failures in WWI - The following failures of 
electrical components have been reported since November 2kf 
1950* 

Component 

Crystals 

D-357 

D-358 

Wo. of Failures 

2 
2 

2 

13 

12 

Hours of Operation 

t»ooo - 5000 

272 
nsk 
2179 

3000-lJOOO 

UoOO-5000 

Reason for 
Failure 

1 
3 

2 
11 

8 
k 

- Drift 
- Low back 

resistance 

Drift 
Low back 

resistance 
Low back 

resistance 
- Drift 
- Low back 

resistance) 
- Drift 
- Low back 

resistance 
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Reason for 

1.1 Whirlwind I System Test (continued) 

Component No. of Failures Hours of Operation 'iailure" 

Tubes 

7AD7 1 
1 
2 
11 

2 
8 

613 
665 
15«6 
2000-3000 

395« 
4000-5000 

Mechanical 
Low I. 
Low I. 

10- Low I. 
1 - Mochanical 

Low 1. 
U- Low 1° 
3 - Mechanical 
1- Gassy 

1.2 Five Digit Multiplier 

(0. ft. Paskauskas) 

The multiplier has "been in operation for a period of 
51 days without making an error - excluding the time out 
ot operation due to city power failure on "November 19, 1950. 

During the period of this report the following were re
placed as a result of marginal checking: 

2 c^amp crystals 
1 holding crystal 
1 7AD7 
1 6AS6 
1 ITS 

The "Brown Converter*1 on the filament regulator was re
placed due to sluggish operation of the "rarlac" roltage con
trol. 

One 6AS6 gate tube (check gate) was removed for testing.. 
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2.0 CIRCUITS ATO COMPONENTS 

2.1 Circuits and Components 

(C. W. Watt) 

1403 In-Out Register 

The layout of the new - or "D-C" - In-Cut Register i s 
complete, and a prototype will be built during the next few 
weekoe The layout provides for a 7-1/2" * 26" panel housing 
a 6A3T5 D-C f l ip- f lop , U output 7AK7 gate tubes, one 5&&7 
twin cathode follower output, a 7AX7 read in gate and a 
6AN5 plate-loaded trigger tube. Multiple mixing inputs, 
and both slow and fast gate outputs as well as the regular 
gated pulse outputs are provided. 

(V. J. Solan) 

835 E3 Drivers 

As noted in the Bi-Weekly Report of June 9, 1950, work 
has continued intermittently on a new r-f pulser circuit. Of 
the two possible tube types mentioned there for use in the 
feedback circuit, the 715 B vas finally chosen. Although 
7AK7 's appear to stand up under operation with a peak negative 
grid voltage of Goo volts, the possibility exists that it 
might be dottreble to increase the pulser output by increasing 
the plate supply voltage from 500 to 1000 volts. This would 
put 1200 or 1400 volts on the 7AK7 grids which is a little 
hard on them. 

The final circuit decided upon h&s a maximum output of about 
90 volts unregulated. Operation of the regulator reduoes the 
practical maximum to about 75 or 80 volts. Approximately Uo# 
more could be obtained by increasing the plate voltage to 1000 
volts. The feedback circuit used for regulation will degenerate 
changes In tube eharaoterl sties by a factor of about 7 over the 
probable working range. Thus, if the plate current of all 
tubes in the modulated amplifier and output amplifier were to 
deteriorate by 10&, the expected 30$ decrease in output would 
be held to about k or 5$» A quantitative statement of the ad
vantages of this circuit over the present one is difficult to 
make due to the de^endeneo of one feature on another. Thus, 
the desire for equal or batter rise time, along with greater 
output, prevented direct modulation of the 715'• *a the final. 
The additional modulation stage, however, greatly increased the 
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2.1 Circuits and Components (continued) 

susceptibility to drift in tube characteristics, maid eg 
regulation more necessary*. The regulator circuits, although 
not sensitive to drift, greatly increase the number of com= 
ponents (probably by a factor of 2) and thus the possibility of 
failure. It might bo said that in exchange for double the 
stability and rate of rise of the pulse and 30$ more output, 
the complexity has been Increased by perhaps 3 times. 

In order to permit evaluation of the circuit in VWI, it 
1B proposed that a breadboard-prototype be constructed. This 
would be suitable for use in W I and have the same general 
structure as the final model but would omit many of the de
tails such as painting, and careful finishing of many parts. 
At the same time It will eliminate the necessity for bread
boards of many of the smaller sections of the circuit. 

2.U Basic Circuits 

(B. L. Beet) 

A d-c f l ip- f lop d c coupled to i t s load has been de
signed using 6AK5 tubes. I t s advantages ares ( l) i t does not 
use 6AN5'B, vhlch are currently in short supply, (2) i t takes 
only 1^ m.a. from the -150 volt supply Instead of the U3 m.a. 
required by the 0AH5 f l ip- f lop, and (3) i t uses an almost 
identical circuit to the 0AH5 f l ip- f lop, and can eas i ly be 
converted to i t I f desired. Its disadvantages are? ( l ) slower 
rise time due to increased output lmpedanoe, O.^iseo. instead 
of 0.1 M-see., (2) i t can only drive a single gate tube or 
buffer amplifier on each side, and (3) i t needs a separate 
tube to drive indicator l i gh t s . It i s recommended for Immedi
ate register panel needs vhere the standard equipment i s not 
available. I t i s drawn up on SA-3o322o 

2.5 Tubes and Components 

(H. B. Frost) 

A group of scope photographs of plate current waveform 
of 6AG7 tubes from l i f e t e s t s have been analysed. Two different 
types of pictures were taken — single shot pictures of long 
pulses and pictures shoving the continuous variation of cathode 
surface potential before, during, and after a U.5 microsecond 
plate current pulse. The long single pulses I l lustrate that 
there is no apparent decay in the plate current of 0AG-7 tubes 
v i th passive al loy cathodes even though the average plate 
current on d-o test i s lov . The pictures shoving the variation 
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2.5 Tubas and Components (continued) 

in cathode potential indicate that the change is very noarly 
what hod been postulated from the pulse current decay. 

The supply of 6AN5 tubes haa now been augmented by the 
arrival of 36 tubes to replace those previously rejected. 
Thus the 6A!F) situation is no longer critical, although more 
tubes are needed for a comfortable supply. 

The work load in the vacuum tube shop is very heavy at 
present. Routine retesting of a large number of tubes in 
various WWI power supplies, W I retests for marginal reasons, 
and test equipment reconditioning, all add up to a very con
siderable amount of work. 

2.7 Throe°Dimensional Magnetic Storage 

(W. Papian) 

Operation of the 2x2x1 array has been confined, during 
the pact few weeks, to the cycling of information around al l 
four cores. A more advanced tent i s now beginning which stores 
a given pattern in two cores, cycles another pattern around 
the remaining two cores a large number of times, and then re
turns to read and re-write on the original two. Preliminary 
observations indicate that Information deterioration in the 
f i r s t two cores i s , as expected, limited and reasonable. Out
put pulse shapes wi l l be recorded and signal and info-retention 
ratios calculated. 

Two of the Harvard type Static Magnetic Memory Units have 
been ordered from Alden Products Co. for testing here. 
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3.0 STORAGE TUBES 

3 .1 Cont rac t ion 

(P. Youtz) 

Three research tubes were processed successfully this 
periodo The first tube RT-191-1 was designed to minimize 
the drift of the high-velocity boam resulting from charged 
glass surfaces. All of the glass was dagged except for a 
quarter inch window between the A„ and A_ dago Thero is 
a metal shield over the separation between A and A to 
prevent the glass window from charging» The holding gun 
has a 1-1/2 inoh dia&etor metal hi cylinder., 

HT193 was also designed to minimise the drift of the 
high velocity beam resulting from charged glass surfaces,, 
and,, in addition, to determine the effect of the dag in the 
holding gun neck on the holding beam focuBo All of the 
glass was dagged continuous to the high velooity gun neck 
and body, except for an annular window in the end of the 
tube which separated the dag of the holding gun neck0 desig*-
natod A*„ from the dag of the body, The holding gun had a 
1-1/2 inch diameter metal A' cylinder. 

The third research tube P.T194 wes similar to RT193 
exoept the target snubbere were inverted and insulated from 
the dag with insalutee 

These tubes were turned over to she test group for 
evaluation. This concludes a series of tubes designed and 
constructed to minimise the glass charging phenomenac We 
will use the results of the test group to freeze the design 
of a series of tubes to be constructed as replacement tubes 
for any storage tube that might fail in the computer„ 

Wire mesh of 200 mesh size and .0013 wire have been ro-
ceivedo This will be used as an experimental collector screen* 
Powdered 707 glass has been reoeived from Corning Glass Works0 
We will attempt to settle a uniform layer of this powdered 
707 glass on a metal backing plate and sinter it to the back" 
ing plate0 Then we will evaporate a beryllium mosaic on the 
sintered surfaooo This is another approach to the problem 
of finding a suitable thin dielectrio surface with as low 
a dieleotrio constant as possibleo 

(Ro Shaw) 

Some attention has been given to the holding gun having 
a metal Ai cylinder0 This gun is used in storage tubes in 
which the dag is made continuous to avoid glass charging-, 
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3ol Construction (ejoatinwfl) 

Soott ehugtf have been made to the gun with the object of 
increasing structural rigidity 0 If possible<> the use of 
insalute cement wi l l be eliminateda 

Some heavy steat i te tubing (6 ram<> 0od0) has been ob» 
tained and used in the construction of a dummy anode assem° 
bly» This withstood the thermal stresses incident to the 
bake<=out process with no apparent damage0 

5.2 l e s t 

(A. RO Tanguay) 

The pulse voltmeter mentioned in the las t bi«weekly0 has 
been assembled in a compact unit and has proved entirely 
satisfactory,, The circuit wi l l be drawn up by the drafting 
room shortlyo 

Several tubes were tested for restoring currents0 These 
are RT150, RT156, RT187, RT188, RT190, RT191-1, RT193, ST152, 
ST194, ST195P ST196, ST197B 

I t was observed that a l l standard tubes have about the 
same restoring current ourveso 

RT150, a researoh tube, with a screen in front of the 
Qolleotor* has the highest maximum positive restoring current,, 
while RT193, with a separate Al dag over the A' metal cylinder 
has the largest maximum negative restoring current- RT1940 
a tube similar to RT195„ wi l l bo tested to determine whether 
the surface or the A' dag is responsible for the large maximum 
negative restoring current0 

' (Mo F 0 Mann) 

A complete correlation of all techniques of processing 
has been made on four tubes to determine, if possible, why 
for two tubes (ST152 and ST176) the V for holding has in
creased with the usage of the tubeD while for the other two 
tubes (ST105-R1 and ST142) it has not. No conclusions are 
obvious as yeto 

The correlation summary sheets have been brought up to 
date and the November Researoh and Storage Tube Summary has 
been roleased» 
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Sd2 Teat (continued) 

(C. La Ccrderman0 H, Ju Piatt) 

Two moro tubes have been checked out and passed in 
the STRTo They are ST141 and RTl70e The former tube waB 
returned to To Clough for regluing of the bakelite signal 
plate base before being sent to WW. A word of caution 
is in order for anyone engaged in removing the r~f or 
power plugs to the signal plate assembly chassis0 

ST183» which had been rejected from WW for reading-out 
errors when there were none present by TV readout was placed 
in the STRT under static read condition with a positive 
array on a negative background. After some time many errors 
(indication of negative readout) occurred,. Viewing the sur
face with TV showed that che entire array was intact. Upon 
repetition of the experiment it was found that rewriting the 
array after errors appeared cleared up the errors for a 
while. It was also found, upon switching the STRT from static 
read to TV scan, that the TV picture Jumped momentarily as 
if the beam had suddenly shiftede This was followed by the 
investigation of possible charging of the glass wall in the 
tube between A- and A' as a source of the afore-mentioned 
errorso 

The technique of applying heat to a small area of glass 
to increase its conductivity was used by J. 0. Ely to measure 
the potential of the glass lnand around the gap between A 
and k*. An electrostatic voltmeter was connected in series 
with a variable power supply and used to reasure the potential 
above ground of a spot in the A--A* gap The mode of operation 
was static read of a positive array on a negative background 
The power supply voltage was raised until a null was obtained 
with the voltmeter thus obtaining the potential of the glass 
A single error, occurring before the null was obtained, disap
peared when the null point was reached* 

When the temperature of the spot under investigation was 
raised, the potential of the spot increased and resulted in 
the single error recurring In a slow and erratic manner„ 

Under TV scan, switching the surface completely positive 
or negative had no measurable effect on the potential of the 
glass in the area of the spot, Returning the mode of operation 
to static read of a positive array, no immediate errors occurred 
and no change in potential was observed*, 
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3,2 Tent (continued) 

Lowering and then ra i s ing the temperature of the opol 
reoultod in a new single intermit tent error., Tho heating 
supply was removed arid tho tabe allowed to return to normal 
operating temperatures* Affc'-r two houra no additional er rors 
vera observed. Re-applloatloa of heat to tho cpoi resu l ted 
in the face potent ia l ns that previous to remOTlng th.5 hoat. 
A few s r ro r i began occurring lot exult t en t ly , but no change 
vao evident in the voltmeter indlcation 0 

Wo eonclueionc were reached at t h i s timer 

Wiring tho l a s t period a new voltmeter was bui l t for the 
Kti ilaetoring Current set -"p replacing tho ono bui l t in tho 
previous period and u t i l i z i n g a c i r cu i t which gavo b e t t e r 
eeatureoeotte 

(Co L. Corder-maa) 

I t has long been rea l i sed that areau of the £e mosaic 
undergo change* in secondaiy emission when subjected to bora-
bardwant by e i the r of the electron beams• In general> a lower 
"3E results? however, increases have fJ.no been observed. An 
»xact quant i ta t ive descript ion of these changes i c complicated 
by the many var iables present of which a few of the more inv 
portent might be the degree of Be oxidation, tho type and amount 
of residual gas in the tube- and the currant density end veloci ty 
of bombarding electrons.. As a matter of observation, tho SB 
ohangeu taking place in a normal tube operating under compator 
conditions do not render the tube unsat isfactory for at l ea s t 
700 hourn„ which i s the average time of operation for 6 of the 
older tubes now in 33 Hov,; At l eas t one tubo, ST1U2, has had 
lUO0 hours of use and continues to operate In a normal fashion* 

Cccnr.tonally; however, a tube ccmes along which, a f t e r only 
•gereral hundred hours of operation, wi l l not hold a pos i t i ve 
irrajr of spot a a t a normal Vp, of 100 voltOo We are present ly 
sngaged la an invest igat ion or the tubas which have fai led,both 
to improve 1ho qual i ty of tube* under construction and to be t ter 
unlor stand the phenomena taking pi act* In tho lower switching pro« 
cess* 

Ac a f i r s t ott.p, complete -«uaimary oheetu havo been made by M=, 
i'ann f r r four tubon- T}>ê  ere ST132-I, which fai led in pos i t ive 

ic r 570 hourij 3T176, which fa i led af ter USO hou 
anl ST10'f»l and 3T1U2 both of which were operating norcu.ll/ a f te r 
850 and iUOO hours respect ively a Ae ye t , no def in i te corrjlr . t ion 
ha? been eEtablished'; how h* dt.ta tabulated wil l fu 
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3.2 Test (continued) 

a ready reference for checking upon tubes vhlch may fail 
In the future0 

Vfe are nov planning to combine a TV readout system 
vlth the restoring current tester. By using a negative 
savtooth on the signal plate, the restoring current to 
positive areas vill be traced out in reverse, vhile negative 
areas vill be taken belov holding-gan cathode potential and 
will not contribute to the net output current. In this 
manner, the restoring current either to the array of spots 
vhlch has been bombarded during normal operation or the 
background area may be determined separatelyo The results 
of these tests should establish whether the failure to hold 
positive spots Is primarily caused by a reduction in secon
dary emission or by a change in some other property of the 
mosaic. 

Before adding the T7 system, however, the restoring cur
rent tester is being used by A, Tanguay to determine the 
effect of the A, and A_ potentials upon restoring current 
amplitudes and the crossover points, i.e., zero net restoring 
current. Also A. Stein Is checking several tubes in the TV 
demonstrator to note the effect of these electrode potentials 
upon the lover stability point for an array of positive spots. 
Further restoring current tests as a function of J~, vill be 
necessary to have the complete data for a correlation betveen 
the lover switching process and the observed restoring current 
curves. 

Restoring current tests have also been completed on a 
number of ET-a and standard Bt'l to find the most suitable 
A* electrode structure and dag configuration for future 
storage tubes. 

(A. Stein) 

One research tube, RT191-1 vas pretested and passed. 

Special tests vere performed on RTIU3, vhlch has a 
movable target assembly. The effects of varying the angle 
of lncidenoe of the holding beam on the target surface vere 
studied. 

The demonstrator panel of the TVD vas rewired and sim
plified by the elimination Of several gate and delay units. 
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U.O INPUT-OUTPUT BQUIPHEHT 

H.2 Display 

(R, E. Hunt) 

Work continues on the display unit- A satisfactory 
method of red light illumination for the dials has "been 
worked out, and incorporated into the design.-. 

A preliminary but complete layout of the cathode ray tube 
amplifier panel has been made and wil l g> to the drafting room 
shortly. 

The mock up of the proposed display unit i s now in room 
225, for display and comment 

U„3 Typewriter and Tape Punching Equipment 

(J. S„ Hanson) 

Approximately ninety oscillograph charts have been clas
sified and indexed, and a considerable amount of timing data 
measured and tabulated.. Excessive delay has been found in 
some of the circuits involving reader translator relays and tape 
punch selector magnets, and further relay cycling tests will 
be made in an effort to minimise this delay„ A motor driven con 
tactor was built during the past week for this purpose 

U.U Input-Output Planning 

<2. S. Rich) 

Some decisions which have yet to be made in the planning 
of the terminal equipment system are the design of the input-
output orders and routing of information between the conrouter 
and the 1-0 register. A memo is being prepared showing our 
present thinking and outlining alternatives BO the possibilities 
can be examined by the various coding groups and the best ones 
selected. Work on the 1-0 system block diagram, however, is 
not held up* A detailed block diagram of the system containing 
only those units of terminal equipment which probably will be 
ready in the next year Is being worked out. 
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5.0 IHSTAXLATIOW AFP PQVgg 

5«2 Pover Supplies and Control 

(J. «T. Gano) 

D-0 Plate Supply Alternator; All panels have been installed 
and cabled. A minor change in the protective circuit and 
final adjustments and testing of the system should be com
pleted on Saturday. 

(R. E. Runt) 

The final draft of a U9 page E note on the WWI Marginal 
Checking System ban been made. This report will be issued 
to the systems group very shortly. It contains a complete 
analysis of the system, complete with figures, photographs, 
reductions of all associated drawings and a trouble location 
chart. 

It is expected that this report will be of considerable 
aid to the systems group in understanding and maintaining the 
marginal checking system. 

5.3 Video Cabling 

(T. Leary) 

A steady succession of cable changes (mostly deletions) 
has necessitated rewiring quite a number of cable* and panel 
schedules* There are about six new cables to be built at 
the moment. 
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6.0 BLOCK DIAGRAMS 

(J. M. Salser) 

Work i s continuing on the in-out orders and in the 
manner in which they f i t in with the present plane on 
in-out equipment. A memo wil l ho prepared to discuss the 
various possible forms of in-out orders for consideration 
toy those interested in coding, checking, and input-output. 
Comments and suggestions wi l l toe invited and the final de
sign of these orders decided on that "basis. 

(R. P. Mayer) 

The program Register i s now cleared, on TF 8, only on 
orders that rerd into storage. Thus^a transfer check alarm 
on TF 8 leaves PR holding the information toeing transferred* 

"Check Register Check" now occurs only on orders cp_ 
and ep_. 

Two proposals for a method of ES Bank Selection have 
now toeen sketched for S. H. Dodd. 

Block Diagrams (not including control Matrix and Timing 
Diagrams) have toeen marked up and turned over to the drafting 
room. 

(G. Cooper) 

The major portion of this past period was spent in 
checking the revisions of the WVfl Block Diagrams made toy 
R. P. Mayer. This work has toeen completed* 

7.0 CHECKING METHODS 

7.1 Test Problems 

(G. Cooper) 

A new Test Sequence, TSQ, VII, Multiplication Check, has 
toeen written and i s available as SA-3^3^* This problem gives 
a complete chock of the equipment required to function in 
multiplication and, in addition, gives a fa ir ly complete check 
of addition, subtraction, and shifting, and a partial check 
of division. I t i s hoped that an additional Test Sequence will 
serve to complete the check of the Arithmetic Element, though 
a third one may be required* Of course, the resulting Se
quences can be combined into one larger program and toe used 
with ES instead of TS. 

- / 
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g.O MATHEMATICS 

(C. V. Adams) 

A number of programs hare been prepared by part-time 
members of the math group for exploratory and display pur-
poses* One such program^sjfeots a polynomial, up to rJ, on 
a set of decimally-ca'flpDrated axes (range »1 to +1), obtains 
the roots of the polynomial withjn the range and plots 
these decimally on the second display scope* Another pro
gram enables the computor to play a perfeot game of Nim 
using general rules (each of two players may remove at 
most a markers from each of at most n p i l e s of markers, 
and must at least remove one marker from each one p i l e in 
each move, object being to remove the last marker)* Others 
permit various kinds of outputs(decimal, sexadecimal, and 
6-6-U), which can be used with a conversion program to 
prepare sexadecimal tapes or 6-6-'f tapes from standard«form 
tapes* They can also be used to print decimal results , such 
as a table of tr ig functions to check the tr ig function sub
routine. Other standard subroutines are being worked on* 

These and several other program! are now ready to be 
tr ied whenever computer time becomes available. 

(J. M. Frankovich) 

A simplified version of the Runge-Kutta program for 
finding eigenvalues of the Schrodinger equation, using 
double length operations, has been prepared. Insufficient 
storage i s l e f t for maintaining the minimum error possible 
with this method; however, a tape wi l l be prepared using 
a potential function tabulated at 66 points* 

(J. Porter and F. Helwlg) 

During the past report period we were able to run off 
on the computer a solution of the magnetic tape problem 
suggested by V. Papi&n, c.f. M-1071* The results of theso 
runs suggested certain modifications in the program which 
have been incorporated Into a new tape. 

( l ) Intermediate results wil l be printed. This change 
wi l l enable us to study the actual solution provided by our 
method and to compare these with results to be expected. 
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g.O MATHEMATICS (continued) 

(2) The meoh values employed have heen reassessed 
in order to assure convergence to the solution of the 
partial differential equation. The desired criterion 
i s s t i l l under study hut a tsntative one has heen selected 
on the "basis of results presented in a paper hy L. Thomas. 

Another method of calculation has been programmed 
and v l l l also he run* A comparison of results from tho two 
methods should provide useful information for future vork. 
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9.0 FACILITIES AND CEKTKAL SERVICES 

9.1 Publications 

(J. N. Ulman, Jr.) 

The following material has been received in the library, 
Room 217, and is available to 6345 personnel. 

6?4? Reports 

No. mu 
M-1128 A Proposal for Power and Video Cabling in 

the New Control Room 
M-1131 Bi-Weekly Report, Project 6345, November 

27, 1950 
iI-1133 Electronic Computer Division Personnel 
M-1134 November 1950 Research and Storage Tube 

Summary 

A-111 Staff Organization 

No. of 
Pages Jalfi. • MhOE. 

11-15-50 C. W. Watt 

19 
3 

4 

1 

11-27-50 
12-1-50 

12-4-50 M. F. Mann 

12-11-50 J. W. Forrester 

Library Files 

.004 European Scientific Notes: 1 September, 1950 
47 Technical Information Pilot: July 31» October 10, Novem

ber 3, November 8, 1950 
178 Mathematical Tables and Other Aide to Computation: Vol. 

IV, No. 32, October, 1950 
180 Document Office Bulletin: December 1, 1950 
622 Aeravox Research Worker: October, November, 1950 
884 Progress Report Number 13, Project 6694: December 1, 1950 
1039 Dynamic Electrostatic Storage Using Williams' Technique. 

National Bureau of Standards 13.3-4R* October, 1950 

1040 Acid Pickling of Ste«l and Effect of Inhibitors. Techni
cal Report No. 66, Redstone Arsenal 

1041 Investigation of a Flow-Valve Operating from a Constant-
Volume Hydraulic Supply. Engineering Report No. 25, 
Project 6506: November 15, 1950 

1042 Investigation of Reversing Propeller Pitch on a Multi-
Engine Aircraft In-Flight. Preprint of a paper presented 
at the SAE National Aeronautic Meeting, New York, April 
17-20, 1950 

1043 Transient Loading of Wide Delta Airfoils at Supersonic 
Speeds. NAV0RD Report 1235, NOTS 295« 13 June, 1950 

CNR/London 
(0NR/ Library 
Tof Congress 
(National Research 
(Council 
RLE/mr 
Aerovox Carp. 
Servo Lab./lOT 
(W. W. Davis 

J. Sluta 
N. Alexander 
Roger 
Rosenthal 

(E. S. Prohaska 
(Servo Lab./MIT 

(H. 0. Fisher 
[Curtise Wright 
[Corp. 

J. W. Miles 
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9.2 Standards, Purchasing, and Stock 

(H. B. Morley) 

Standarde 

P.ecent MIL (JAN) Standards iesuedi 

JAB-C-91 - Capacitors, Paper-Dielectric, Fixed 
(Nonastalllc Cases) 

JAN-1-6 - Instrumsnts, Electrical Measuring, 
Indicating, Besio, Voltmeters and 
Ammeters 

MIL-C-lGB- Crystal Unit, Quartz 

Procurement and Stock 

All items of standard stock are being reviewed and 
stock replenishment orders being placed to bring stocks 
up to levels consistent with present delivery schedules. 

Samples of Alden Static Magnetic Memory Units manu
factured by Alden Products Co. have been ordered for ex
perimental use. 

Arrangements are being completed to dispose of somo 
items at Ft. Heath which have been declared surplus to the 
requirements of this project. 

9.3 Const motion 

(R. A. Osborne) 

Production Report 

The following iteme have been completed and Inspected 
since November 2U, 1950s 

1 Sweep A Uhblanking Circuits for 16" Display 
Scope (Breadboard) 

1 Oscillator Circuit for type U20 Power Supply 
(Breadboard) 

1 H.7. Protective Circuit 

1 Regulator Panel for D-C Plate Alternator 
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9*3 Cone truetion (continued) 

50 Video Cables for S.T. Rel iabi l i ty 

Modifications to 26 video cables 
Modification and cleanup of one 6AX5 
DCDC FF & GT breadboard 

9 .4 Drafting 

(A. M. Palcione) 

1* &B Dravings; U20 Input-Output Switch 

a) Sue Driver • All drawings are now complete, 

b) Switch Panel - Circuit Schematic i s complete. 
Assembly drawing i s part ia l ly completed. 

c) 8-position Matrix - Circuit Schematic i s com
ple te . Assembly and Al. Panel now being done. Both 
to be completed next week. 

d) Tlexowrlter Matrix • Circuit Schematic i s 
part ia l ly completed. Assembly drawing to follow. 

2. D-c Input-Output Register (^3) Circuit Schematic 
and preliminary Assembly drawings are complete. 

3* An aid to making Slide drawings i s now complete. 
Drawing C36333 which Is se l f explanatory specifies the 
exact proportions and le t ter ing s ices to be used for a l l 
future drawings to be made for s l ide reproduction. This 
guide should eliminate any future discrepancies on s l ide 
drawings. 

k. The drafting load i s heavy and i s expeoted to remain at 
this leve l for some time. 
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10oO CB1TERAL 

(J. 0. Proctor) 

flew Bon-Staff 

Mr. Robert H. Squarebrigs i s a new Junior technician 
in the Whirlwind Systems Group. He i s a graduate of the Mass
achusetts Radio and Telegraph School and Massachusetts Trades 
Shops and Schools of Boston where he received radio and t e l e 
vis ion instruction. 

(J. V. Forrester) 

The development of the computer and the objectives of 
the project have reached a point where some re-assignment of 
responsibil i t ies among our senior engineers seems desirable. 
These changes are effective Immediately* 

S. E. Dodd, reporting to the Project Supervisor, wi l l 
have ful l charge of the operation of the WW ~lvind computer* 
This includes scheduling of computer time bbHtfeen maintenance, 
test ing of new equipment, and use of the machine by the applica
tions groups. Dodd will give final engineering approval for a l l 
computer modifications, and wi l l be responsible for drawings 
and records. Tahnestock, as before, wi l l countersign modifica
tions as they may affect shop load and procurement. Watt's 
group wil l a s s i s t Dodd In Whirlwind power maintenance and in 
stal lat ion. 

H. B. Taylor, reporting to the Project Supervisor, wi l l 
have charge of new engineering design. As before, this wi l l in
clude the work in Rich's group on terminal equipment. Re wi l l 
also consider major computer modifloations, long range planning 
for redesign, and the engineering aspects of the application and 
Integration of the oomputer to other systems. In the near future 
he wi l l be making a study of other exist ing or proposed computerso 
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